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The pioneering experiments of Sooryakumar and Klein [1]
on the coexistence of superconductivity and charge density wave
phases, and many subsequent investigations, both theoretical and
experimental [2], have sparked interest in those systems for
whch the coexistence of these and other phases, such as ferro—
and anti—ferromagnetic, are possible. In this paper we give a
purely tt’eoretical description, based on the approach of Lie
algebra°, to a system which is capable of embracing the phenomena
of superconductivity and density waves. The model we analyze
incorporates conventional homogeneous singlet superconductivity —
and, perforce as a consequence of algebraic consistency, homogeneous
triplet superconductivity. The density wave phenomena are those
of charge density waves and spin density waves (antiferromagnetism);
within the same algebraic framework it is also possible to include
ferromagnetic effects.
The approach we adopt is that of the spectrum-generating
Lie algebra (SGA). Our model will be described by a Hamiltonian
H given in terms of fermion creation and annihilation operators
a , akia. for electrons constituting the electron gas in the
system. Under suitable approximations, which we detail, H becomes
a sum of bilinears in these operators; and so the tens of H
generate a compact Lie algebra, the SGA of the model. For a
model sufficiently general to include the physical phenomena noted






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Our starting Hamiltonian is a conventional sum of contribu




+ Hsc + H (2.1)
VHKE = E(k) ak ak (2.2)
= A0(k) ak+ ak + h,c (2.3)
HDW = y(k) a a + h,c, (2.4)
In the above, 4 is the fermion creation operator for an
electron in the Bloch state labelled by wavevector k with spin a,




with other anticommutators zero, The BCS parameter A0(k) may be
taken coirplex, as may the density wave coupling constant y (k)
He-e Q 2k is the characteristic wavevector of antiferro—F
magnetic order, where kF is the Fermi level. We have implicitly
sumrred over the spin indices (understood) in H, and over the
—5—
index p = 0,1,2,3; we include ii = 0 corresponding to a ‘y0 charge’-
density wave coupling, while Ti Ci = 1,2,3) is the spin—density
wave term.
In principle, the summations in the above terms are over
&l’ k-values However, we now effect a considerable simplifica’-’
tion, which leads to a decoupling ard eventual algebraic soLva—
oi. iy, by assuming that our model jc quasi—one—dimensional, with
i con ribi.t..ons from tens for which IkJ > Q. The first two
Jermo ‘9.9) 2.3 ra thea be rearranged by use of the identity
Q
Z f(lc) = ) ff(k) +f(—k) + f(iZ) +
-Q 0
where IZ k
- Q; and a similar reduction of (2.4) leads to the
model Hamiltonian H = ) H(k), where
k=0
H(k) = c(k)(4flakG + atk a_k ) + £(k)(at a, + at_ aa a kaka —ka
—ia
+ L + A0 a_k+ak++ aa+ aa_+ h.c.
‘ a +
4Y ak a a_+’ç1_ aakfl+h.c.p a kS —ka P ‘-P
(2.6)
Here, as througJiout t’ie paper, we sum over repeated indices. We
allow a k—dependence of the BCS singlet gap parameter A0, and so
vru’-c A for ‘0(k), and A for A0(iZ).
We note that [H(k), H(k’)] = 0 for k,kv € [O,kFl so we
tave decoupled the Hamiltonian into a direct sumS As in reference
F?], where we treated H in more detail, we now define the set
k)} (i 8), by
a, 8]4 , a , a
— k —k’
(27)
ron (2 5) wc have BT} = whence the operators X. B B
i 2 1] iJ I J
generate the Lie algebra q%(8) with commutation relations
[X, X] X The Harniltonian H(k) in (26)
is a linear sum of hermitian combinations and has trace zero since
(k) = E (-k); therefore H (k) may be considered as an element of
su(8) The spectrum generating algebra (SGA) of the model
ITamiltonian H is thus a subalgebra
g() c su(8)(k)
with each isomorphic to a fixed Lie algebra g (which we
shnll cll the SGA of our model) We shall determine g later;
we show that the presence of singlet superconductivity and spin
Jnsity waves is sufficient to generate the whole si(8) algebra
Tivey rich rank—? algebra possesses, in a Cartan basis, seven
muual1y commuting operators which we incerpret as conserved
quar titles (above the transition temperatures) which are no longer
conserved in the various phases present in the model below the
—7—
appropriate transition temperatures; and 56 other basis elements
which are putative order operators, whose expectations are order
Parameters for the corresponding phases 18].
The bulk of this paper will be devoted to exploiting the
algebraic consequences of this system of opcratbrs. We commence
by Ntrocucinq wipe notation. Define the auli matrices
11 o’i fo l\ /0—iA ía o\
n=I J,i=I J,T.,=I J,t,=1 I?
“ 11 l 0/ i 01 ‘ 0 —l
and the 4x4 matrices
Si = T0 x Ti? T = K
= T2 K T, W = x Ti?
1
E = Ti x To; (a. = 1,2,3).
(2.8)
Tho set (2.8) provides a basis for su(4) 15]. The basis for
su(8) that we shall use is given by
K T x T, U K ‘t1, W x Tv EKT, I x t}, (p = 0,1,2,3).
(2.9)
Here I is the 4x 4 identity matrix. This is effectively a triple
Nambu representation. The algebra su(8) (k) is generated by
‘











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We may now rewrite our starting Hamiltonian (2.6) in the represen
tation with basis (2.9) as
r f A A A
Ti=H +11 +H -‘-H 22KE Sc SDW CDW
= (e+e’) (4 I x r3) + ft—c’) S3 x -r3 (2.21)
‘sc - (E3xz1) + (or’—a) (W3xt1 + (8-1-13’) (E3x’r2) +
(1—13’) (W3rr2)
(2.22)
HSDW R1y1 (T1rr3) + R1y2 (U1xy3) + R1y3 (W1x’r0)
— Imy1 (T2x’r3) — Im-y2 (U2xi3) — Imy3 (W2xt0)
- (2,2)
HcDW R1y0 (S1rr3) — Imy0 (S2xt3) (2.24)
In (2.22) A0 = cz+iB, A=ct’+i6’. The expressions (2.23) and
(2.24) give the spin density wave and charge density wave tens
reopectavely. The operators in (2.21) — (2.24) are only part of
a full system of order operators for this model. We define and
cxairine the full system of order operators in the next section.
In the meanwhile we write down for reference the matrix for the
Hamiltonian (2.20) in the basis (2.9)
(N
C C C < (J,
(N




C C C rH I (N < W C r-I (N
<c <C























We row analyre the Lie algebra su(8) with basis (2.9).
This rank-7 algebra has 7 Cartan (diagonal) elements, and 56 off
diigonal Alenents. If h s a Cartan, and e a typical non-’dtagonal
element satisfying the canorical
Ih,e] = Xe
qe see that in an eigenstate J> of h, ce’> = 0. The root vectors
e, and linear combinat..ons ot such root vectors, are order operatorr
for eigenstates of h. Their expectations are the order parameters
which vanish in states for which h is a conserved operator. The
eight Cartan elements for the u(8) algebra crenerated by the
BB of (2.7) may simply be written BtBi, (i=l,...,8); or more
physically nKOlthe number operator for K,a (K = + k, ± a =
In tens of the basis (2.9), the Cartan elements are
N = I x ‘r3, P = 2S3 x r0, S = 53 x ‘r3, F = 2E3 x ‘r0 (= 203)
E3 x ‘t3 W3 x ‘r0, W3 x
(3.1)
We ‘iave already introduced the number operator N, the difference
of Ic, iZ number S : 4 (!4k_Nj and the thi±d component of spin 03Ic
.n S..ction 2, (This last plays the role of a ferromagnetic order
parameter F.) The matrix P represents the momentum operator.
—14—
(In the case of u(8) we would have additionally the unit matrix
I x
We now illustrate a useful algebraic method for obtaining
the order ooerators corresponding to a aiven quantum observable
Ti rh opentor h is issumed to be one of the operators conserved
is the lower symmetry phase; we take it to be one of the elements
n
-‘ie Cirtiri subalgebra. and thereore diagonal in our represent—
. tte above “nmarkc, ttie are the elements of the
irtn b c_c’ which do not commute with h. Defining the cntralizer
A
of as
C(8)(h) = {xtsu(8):[x,h) = 0)
we see that the set of order operators we seek is precisely the
complement in su(8) of this centralizer, Cu(8) (h). In addition,
one may readily obtain such centralizers by the following method
[9). Let the matrix M in the defining representation of the group
U(n) be diagonal, with eigenvalue multiplicities m1,m21...m
where Iri..m2+...+ s ii. The little group of N is
U(m1) 0 U(m) 0 ...ø U(m). Translating this result to the present
Lic algebra context, if the diagonal matrix h has eigenvalues with
multiplicities m1,m2,...,m8where mi+m2+... = 8, then
Cu(8)(h)= u(m1) e u(m) e...e u(m).
For the case of su(8) the corresponding result is
l5
Csu(8) (h) = s(u(m1) . ,eu(m))
u(l) su(m1) e, EB su(m)
As an example, take for our quantum observable h the number
This is represented by the matrix N = I x
(ecuation (2]OH; we I ave m rn2 = 4, and so
u(i) 6 su(4 e su(4)
Takrnct the coriplement we find by this means 32 Nnon—conserving
operators C’ (N), which split into 16 superconducting D operators
C’ (N) C(P), and 16 anomalous A operators C’ (N) C’ (P), There
are 16 densitywave F operators C(N) fl C’ (P), and finally 8 ferro
magnetic F operators C(N) f C(P) fl C’ (F) The first three sets




(2) (E3xe2,—E2xe, E1xt2, — Ixt1)
— (—W3xt1, U3xe1, —‘r3xe1,
4)
— (—W3xe2,U3xt2, -‘P3xt2, 53xt1) (32)
—16—




















The eight ferromagnetic order parameters
1E, E2, T3, u3} {t0, 13) (3.5)
are simply the off—diagonal elements of the ferromagnetic sub
algebra which is their closure, namely











































































































































































































Thisis definedby aak at = ak where a is a unitary,
Iuear onerator Acting on the B—basis (27) we have
t ± -T +
a (B1,234)a (B5718,37)
y eprcnt this action a an 8x8 matrix
a B. = A.
i i J
where
A = TI X T0 X
The action on a bilinear in B, m. Bt B. (with tr m = 0)
‘i i i
is easily calculated to be
t
i (B m B)T =
- B AmA B
where is the transpose of the 8x8 matrix m Thus, in the 8x8




(ii) Time Inversion T
This is deflnedbyTak Yt=T2) a, , where T is a
unitary, anti—linear operatorS Acting on the B—basis of (27)
l9—
y (B1,231B4;B5,B6718)Tt
- ( B, B,— B; B6, B)
We may represcnt this action as in 8x8 matrix,
The action on a bilinear m. BtB, (with tr m = 0 ) is
ii 1 j
readily evaluated to give
T(BtmB) Tt= BT mt T B
In our 8x8 representation, time reversal corresponds to
(iii) Charge Conjugation C
From the action (x) * C j(x) C = (x), we define
harge conjugation to act on the electron destruction operator
t +by C a C = a where C is a unitary, linearko ko -ko
operator, On the B-basis, we have C (B1,2134)C(B61B5,B87)
whence
C B Ct = A. B
1 ij 3
where A is the same matrix as in part (i) The action on a





































































































































































































































In (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), writing = Dr’, A°’ or
the zero-component operators are the scalar quantities satisfying
[cc, x01
— 0. (5.1)
Phuc (o=’ J,2,3,4) are the ordinary superconducting singlet
O’”’ET rrtors occurring in the (2.22), wlnln the are the
.mnrceriencity order onerators, of which the two even—time—
‘v sa scaDirs appear in (2.24). The trip1e operators satisfy
[a X] = i (5.2)
lxi, x] = i eJ]aJ (5.3)
so that, for example, are spin-density order operators, of
which the two odd-time-reversal triplets appear in (2.23). The
opentors in (3.21, (3.3) and (3.4) satisfy
fD”, r’] = . (5.41
nd
[Da), rji = i eJfl (5.5)
with two similar sets of commutators obtained by cyclic permutation.
The N, P- and S operators (3.1) move one quartet of order


































































































































































































































































We may write our starting Hamiltonian (2,20) in terms Of
the order operators (32), (3,3) as:
f’ I ( )f( ) (l\A(lP = ‘E’) N + (s—c’) S + A D +y r’’+ ‘
and c)
where
{A , , , —Re(A0+A6), Im(A0+A),
Re(A0-A), Im(A-A0)
and
(I) {Im Re (2) = Re Im y}
(62)
Proir the form ot the Hamiltonian given in (6l), using the commu
ttion relations of the previous section, it is a straightforward
matter to determine the spectrum generating algebra g for this
yctem; that is, the algebra generated by the elements of (6l)
Sir cc these are all clements of su(8) , the SGA must be a subalgebra
f su(8) In fact, we now demonstrate that the algebraic closure g
c the opeiators occurring in (6l) is all of su(8). This has the
—26—
consequence that all of the 63 operators of the theory will
appear in the tire evolution of the order operators already
present in the Hamiltonian (6.1). Whether they give rise to
py°tcal phases will depend on an evaluation of their expectations
in the eigenstates of (6.1) or on a self—consistent analysis.
The aeneration of all su(8) from (6.1) may be seen in the
fnllotqj.nq si-agas
(ii s:nce , r H and S . H, using (5.7) we have that all
tg
(ii) Also [r$1, r2i = i akl so at g.
(iii) Fvaluating tr9:, r4i = i eJka’ gives £ g.
(iv) From Dá’ a’ e g, using (5.12) gives all e g.
(v) Using (5.4), (5.5) we see that r° generate
(vi) As in (iii) [Df’, D3] = i e[fl 43and A2h =
i e3a c42 imply that all a(U eg . The 60 operators
Da), A1 a together with the three remaining
Cartan operators S,Nand P = r2] exhaust su(8).
We may note at this point that the commutation relation
[D3’, r2’J = —
generates an odd—parity odd—time inversion anomalous triplet term
from singlet superconductivity (T = - 1) and a spin-density term
(T = - 1). The production of such an anomalous term has been
previously noted in the literature [10).






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is a fairly straightforward matter to obtain the
spectrum generating algebras corresponding to submodels of the
m torian l) These algebras are genrated by subsets of
Lne 63 su(8) opcrator, (3l), (3,2), (33, (34) and (35),
T comnonent of t algebras generated by the order operator
be calculted by taking centializers; to
orc at ad tte other terms of the Hamiltonian (such as
cinetic energy N, We illustrate this method by obtaining the
spectrum generating algebras of some previously noted subrnodels,
(i) Superconducting Models
The order operators for superconducting systems are defined
as those which conserve momentum, but do not conserve numberS
As in Section 3, we obtain the set fD}, represented by the
matrices (32) These may be succinctly written as
fE,T3,UW31I1 x T1,T2} (7l)
and in this form we see that they generate the subalgebra
rET
,U ,W U ,ii x i (7,2)
—333 3 —
w}cb is isomorphic to su(4) e su(4), (This algebra is the semi—
si ole component of the centralizer of momentum P in su(8);












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of the previous section. Each so (5) algebra is also the SGA
for superfluid Helium three [12,13), or a spin-l superconductor.
(ii) Density Wave Models
The order operators for density wave syst°ms are defined
as ttose which corservc number, but do not conserve momentum. As
:n Section 3, we obtain the set {r°}, represented by the matrices
(3 3). We may rewrite this set as
‘V x ‘t1,r2} x f’r0,r3} (7.5)
As in Ci) above, under commutation these generate
x x {‘r0,t3}) r0xrx ‘r0,’r3} (7.6)
which is again isomorphic to an su(4) e su(4) algebra. To obtain
the SGA (spectrum generating algebra) of the density wave Hami1
tonian containing the order operators we must adjoin the
number operator N, which is not present in (7.6). Thus the SGA
for a mixed spin and charge density wave model is u(l) • su(4) •
su(4) as previously obtained f 7). This algebra may be most
simply obtained ac the centralizer of the number operator N in
(N) “ u(1) • su(4) e su(4) (7.7)
Ihe centralizer of spin a in (7.7) gives the CDW algebra generated
by {P,S,N, r }which is u(l) • so(4);we have previously obtained
tins directly from a model charge-density wave Hamiltonian [14].
—31-
The spin-i part of (7, 7), the pure spin density wave algebra,
is generated by the non—spin conserving elements of (7.5), and
has for aasis {P,S,N, L,g,aW}. This is the algebra
u(l) e so(5) • SO(5), as calculated prevtously f om - opec..tic
density wave Hainiltonian f 1).
If we consider only the parity—invariant elements of the
atr e nbai-iebras, where the parity operator r is as defwc3 n
‘ecL r 4 (i, then we obtain subalgebras as follocs:
CDW N,S, t u(2)
SDW {N,s, r13, c- ‘‘ u(l) • so(S)
(7.8)
These are the spectrum generating algebras for the model Hamil—
tonian (6.1) in the absence of superconductivity taking the
coupling constants (6.2) real, and considering pure scalar and
pure vector respectively.
(iii) Singlet Model
We obtain a spin-zero model by taking the centralizer of
tie spin operator a in our su(8) algebra; thus
C(8)(a) “a su(4)
with basis
{Ixt3, Sxt0, Sx-r3, Wx’r1, Wx’r2,E3xt1,E3xt2} (7.9)
32—
This su(4) is isomorphic to that obtained previously for the
spectrum generating algebra of a model Hamiltonian exhibiting
the coexistence of superconductivity and charge density waves
[4L To see this isomorphism more readily, writ the set (79)
In the form
T0YTX,3}Ui3xx{i1,T21 (7lO)
where iv (7’O) we have actually considered Cu(8) (a) u(4) for
implcty; we can always discard the central elemen* T0XT
later) The set (7lO) is clearly isomorphic to
{T0X,T0XT3,T3XT1, t3XT2 X I
which in turn is isomorphic to i XT This is the set of 15
I 1J
generators {E,S,T,U,W} of su(4) Ctogether with the unit element
T0x1) of reference [4]
(iv) Spin Models
The eight spin order operators (35) generate the algebra
(a) (4)
with basis {a } (a = 1,2,3,47 a = a) ; as remarked in Section 3
this is equivalent to four independent su(2) algebras We may
obtain the spectrum generating algebras for spin model Hamiltonians
by adjoining the kinetic energy terms N and S. For example, the
even parity spins give an algebra fN,S, a, a3L This splits up
into {T0xrxi3,T1XI+XT3,T2XTXT3T3xT+XTO
and {1x4T lxTlxT3,T2XT43,T3xT40 u(2)
—33—
two independent u(2) spin models, for the k and i systems
respectively.
We show the descent from sU(8) to the subgroups corres
ponding to nodelo Ci) to (tii) in Table 2.
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SO(3) x 50(3) U(l) x S0(4)




CDW = Charge Density Waves
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X(]c) Bt(k B(k) introduced in Section 2 These satisfy the
Commutation relations
tX(k), X(k’)l kk’ ir X(k) — is X(k)) (8.3)
We may consider the mean-field Hamiltonian (8,2) to
H aren from pairing Hamiltonian Hr in the following way,
c ir at Exed conserve number N, momentum P.,., in fact,
al sever Caran operators which are broken in the passage to
the lower symmetry, mean—field system. These operators have the
form X(k) X(k) (i = 1,2..,,, 8) (adding in the identity)
k
and it is straightforward to verify that the Hamiltonian
Hred
= 1/2 g. (k,k’) X (k) X. (k’) (8,4)
i,j,k,k
conserves these quantities. Thus (8,4) is a suitable choice of
pairing Hamiltonian, If we choose
(k,k) = 2rk)
(8.5)
and note that IX(k)]2 = x(k), then the kinetic energy terms








nhij(k) = ) g1(k,k’) 4,(k’) >> (11i) (8 8)
° mn t:on over ij), where << >> refers to a thermal average
it’ rc.-’pect .0 tie pairing Hamiltonian (8.4),
<< Q > £ trace {exp(_pHrI) 0/trace exp(_BIFed). (8.9)
We now apply a Hartree—Fock linearisation to Hd, and obtain as
an approximation the mean-field form (8.2), using relations (8.6)
and (8.7). We now introduce the thermal Green’s functions [15],
and for simplicity take << >> ft’ < > below:
G1(k’r) = — < T(B(k,T) B;(k,O)) > (9.10)
where, at the level of mean—field theory, the thermal average
‘C > is with respect to the mean-field Hamiltonian H of (8.2),
ta is the Heisenberg i—evolution
B(k,’r) = expflh) B(k) exp(—Hy),
He e T is the i—ordering operitor, so that
G1,(k 0) =cx1(k) >. (8.11)
—38—
Writing the conventional transform of the Green’s function,
and replacina n (8.8) by the integral, we obtain the self
k’
consistent equation
m(k) g(k,k’) G(k’, e) (8,l)
the Green’s function is explicitly
G(k,) = Ci w I — H(kH1 (8,13)
where H(k) is the 8x8 representation of (8,2), H(k. E m, (k),
-
1] 1]
Thus equation (8,12) becomes
1 rd3k
m(k) = j 3 G(k,)] (8,14)n (2n)
where e. is the same matrix as was introduced in Section 2, A1]
slightly more conventional form of (8l4) is obtained by using
the Hamiltonian (8.1) in the triple-Nambu representation (2.9),
thu
- for simplicity
— taking g(k,k’) = -g, (ij) independent
mb I trHTa x Tb X Tc) G(k,)] (8,15)n (2r)





























































































































































































Starting with the simple model Familtonian (2,1) of
Section 2, we are led by algebraic closure of the operators
therein, to the general Hamiltonian of (8l) This new system
includes mary new phenomena not present in the original system,
involving as it does 63 parameters against the original 14,
Two auestiops concerning the algebraically generated operators
ar not aiZy:
Ci) Is it really necessary to include them in the theory?
Ct’) Do they give rise to physically observable phenomena?
The answer to Ci) is that even if the new operators are not
present in the original Hamiltonian, they will be generated by
the time evolution of the dynamics acting on the operators already
present; and so they must be included for completeness, The
physical detection of the corresponding order parameters will
depend on their not vanishing in the ground state of the system;
this requires diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, This calculation
has been carried out for a simplified so(4) so(4) version [3] the
complete su(8) model where it was found that a new operator
(triplet Q=O superconductor) not present in the original Hamiltonian
had nonzero expectation in the ground state of the original
Haniltonian These questions may also be tackled by conventional
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